FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

WEISERMAZARS LLP EXPANDS HEALTH CARE SERVICES WITH ADDITION
OF PRINCIPAL BARRY VOLIN
New York, NY (October 7, 2015) – WeiserMazars LLP, a leading accounting, tax and advisory services firm,
today announced that as of September 21, 2015, Barry Volin has joined as a Principal in the Health Care Consulting
Practice. Based in the New York office, he will build on the firm’s existing health care capabilities and
significantly enhance the commitment to payors and providers on a local and national level.
Debra Bornstein, Health Care Practice Leader commented, “We’re excited that Barry has joined our team. His
extensive experience serving as a C-suite executive at many large health care organizations, particularly his track
record of producing effective change in the areas of Medicare Advantage and Managed Medicaid/Managed Long
Term Care is valuable in today’s market.”
Barry has more than 25 years’ experience in the Managed Care sector, delivering transformative strategic planning,
financial “turn-around,” operations assessment, care model implementation and regulatory oversight. He has been
the CEO at Aetna Better Health NJ and Centers Plan for Healthy Living (CPHL) and COO at Health Plus PHSP and
Metropolitan Jewish Health System, Elderplan. He also worked at two of the Big Four accounting firms.
Barry holds a Master of Public Administration – Health Care Administration from Long Island University. He has
been a member of NJ HFMA and served as the Chairman of the Managed Care Committee, and was on the Board of
Directors for the New Jersey Society of Managed Care Executives and New York Association of Ambulatory Care.
He is a frequent speaker on a broad range of Managed Care topics including: Contracting, Managed Care
Organization Readiness and Risk Sharing.
“For the past several years I have been helping clients make the sometimes difficult transitions required by health
reform, regulation and an ever-changing marketplace” noted Barry. “My track record of helping a range of
organizations improve their managed care operations speaks for itself. I look forward to having the opportunity to
expand on this expertise through the WeiserMazars Health Care Practice, whose stellar reputation made joining the
firm an easy choice.”
About WeiserMazars LLP
WeiserMazars LLP provides insight and specialized experience in accounting, tax and advisory services. Since
1921, our skilled professionals have leveraged technical expertise and industry familiarity to create customized
solutions to overcome client challenges. As the independent U.S. member firm of Mazars Group, we have a global
reach of 15,000 professionals in more than 70 countries. Locally and internationally, we build lasting relationships
with our clients by addressing their particular needs, creating value and optimizing their organizational performance.
For more information visit us at www.weisermazars.com
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